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Abstract. A mixed explosive contains Al powder, hexogen (RDX), paraffin, etc. It is pressed fitting 
into Ф20×20mm pillars. The pillars are heated in 55C for 57days and are measured in volume, mass 
and density. They are experimented in mechanical properties, sensitivities, stability. The 
micro-structure of the pillar are tested, and the outer skin of pillar is observed. The results reveal 
that pillar remains unchanged in mass, becomes bigger in volume and smaller in average density; 
Pillars show no cracks, but they become bigger in density-difference; pillars become bigger in both 
compression strength and shear strength, their vacuum stability test gas-bleed volume and friction 
sensitivity all becomes smaller; the paraffin in heated pillar is more regular, and RDX is better in 
quality. The above findings confirm that after heated, the paraffin in the pillars becomes attached to 
each other, and fills up the crevices between solid particles, i.e. its cohesion and cladding improve. 
And RDX improves in quality, so the pillars show a tendency of improvement in terms of macro 
property. All this shows that the thermal stress exercises a improvable function on the pillars. 

Introduction 
Since the energetic materials are autocatalytically discomposable and the temperature increase 

promotes the speed of decomposition, the study of thermal behavior of explosives & propellants is 
focused on chemical change such as thermal decomposition and relatively little attention is paid to 
their physical change[1-5]. The physical change caused by mild thermal stress may result in 
structural and property change. It helps promote the safety of charging, storing and using powder to 
study the physical structure and chemical composition of powder charge and the changing law and 
mechanism of its thermal behavior of macro property. 

This paper studies the changes of macro property and micro structure of a pressed fitting 
explosive pillar after it is heated in 55C to find out its law of thermal behavior. 

Experiments 
Samples 
The mixed explosive contains Al powder, hexogen (RDX) and paraffin. The crushed paraffin is 

mixed with Al powder and RDX and then they are pressed into 13 Ф20×20mm pillars marked with 
A-1#, A-2#, A-0 (5pillars), A-57 (5pillars) and A-T’. We take the outmost skin (the thickness 
approximately 0.5mm) from A-T’ pillar and have it fastened between two glass slides and market 
A-T.  All samples are wrapped up in Al plastic bags, sealed (See Fig.1 for samples of A-2# and 
A-T; other samples are omitted) and heated in 55C oven for the stipulated days.  

Instruments 
Moscow BT-400 CT, FEI-Quanta–600FEG-field-emission SEM, OLYMPUS lext 3D OLS 4100 

measuring laser microscope, RENISHAW inVia raman microscope, METTLER TOLEDO FP90 
central processor Leica DM 2500M projectile microscope.  

Test Methods and Conditions 
The vernier caliper with 0.001mm accuracy is used to measure the diameters (the average 
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diameter is obtained from 3 measurements of the upper, middle and lower pillar) and the height (the 
average height is obtained from 3 measurements of each pillar’s axis and sides). The balance with 
0.0001g accuracy is used to measure the mass. The average density is calculated according to the 
volume and mass.  

The national military criteria GJB 772A-1997 are observed for all the methods of the 
compression strength-compression method, shear strength-double shear method, impact 
sensitivity-explosion probability method, friction sensitivity-explosion probability method and 
vacuum stability test (VST)-pressure sensor method. 

Test Results 
Changes of Volume, Mass and Density 
Heat A-1# and A-2# for respectively 0, 14, 24 36, 43 and 57 days before taking them out and 

measuring the pillars’ diameters, heights and masses, calculating their volumes and average 
densities. We see that the volumes of A-1# and A-2# slightly increase when they are heated for 13 
days, but their volumes begin to become smaller and tend to become stable when the heating time 
prolongs (From Fig. 2). The masses of pillars remain basically unchanged. Because the density is 
obtained by mass being divided by volume, the change is opposite to volume. 

 
Fig.1 A-2#, A-T and Their Al plastic bags     Fig.2 V vs. time spectrum at 55C      Fig.3 CT Scanning of A-2# at 55C     

Test the density CT numbers of A-1# and A-2# after being heated for 0 and 57 days at the pillar 
axials 0° and 90°. From Tab.1 we see that, after being heated for 57 days, the CT numbers all 
become smaller, which means the pillars’ average-density decreases. Their density-differences all 
increase, which means that the pillars’ density differences increase on the same direction. This is 
due to the fact that the release of remaining stress at the pillar pressing results in increase of 
measurements, which leads to density decrease. The closer the place is to the outer edge of the pillar, 
the better the stress is released and the smaller the density is. Besides, we see from CT scanning 
pictures that no through flaws occur in the interior of A-1# and A-2#  (Fig.3), which confirms that 
57 days of 55C heating does not cause any structural damage to A-1# and A-2#. 

Tab. 1   Test Results of Density CT Numbers 

Time/day 
Average-Density Density-Difference 

Axial 0° Axial 90° Axial 0° Axial 90° 
1#   2# 1# 2# 1#      2# 1#       2# 

0 6809  6798  6845  6783 6.70%   6.20% 6.58%  6.87% 
57 6679  6606 6722  6643 6.71%  6.98% 6.94%  6.94% 

Change of Mechanical Property, Sensitivity and Stability 
A-0 is kept in room temperature and A-57 heated for 57 days. The test results are listed in Tab.2. 

From Tab. 2 we find that the pillars’ compression strength and shear strength increase after  
heating, the impact sensitivity remains zero, the friction sensitivity becomes smaller and the gas 
release of VST decreases. All this shows that the pillars’ mechanical properties, sensitivity and 
stability all improve after 57 days of heating. 

Tab. 2   Test Results of Mechanical Properties, Sensitivity and Stability 

Sample Compression Strength 
/MPa 

Shear Strength 
/MPa 

Impact Sensitivity 
/% 

Friction Sensitivity 
/% 

VST 
 ml/g 

A-0 4.91 1.39 0 8 0.06 
A-57 6.36 2.55 0 0 0.05 
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Change of Micro Structure 
The sections of A-0 and A-57 which have been tested in shear strength are detected with SEM, 

laser microscope and raman microscope (Fig.4~6).  
Fig.4 show that the paraffin in A-57 is more regular. We use projectile microscope to observe 

the change of heated paraffin after A-T is heated for 7 days in the 55C oven (Fig.7). We see that the 
light-transmission area increases (since the two glass slides cannot well fasten the A-T fragments, 
the A-T undergoes some shift in position before it is put into the oven after 0day of observation). 
We use projectile microscope to observe the change of pure paraffin heated from 40C to 67C. We 
find that it begins to soften at 55C, to melt at 60C and becomes liquid at 66.6C ( Fig.8). The paraffin 
undergoes similar change in pillars. These pictures show that after heating the paraffin of the pillars 
softens and coheres, and then fills up the crevices between the solid granules. It is in the form of 
regular fragments. 

From Fig.5 we see that the Al powder on A-57 is more than that on A-0. This confirms above 
words, that it is just because the paraffin on A-0 is scattered, crushed and is not mutually cohesive, 
that even the section on which there is little Al powder easily breaks. But the paraffin of A-57 is 
mutually cohesive, so only the section with more powdered Al breaks up.  

To test the paraffin content on the outer layer of A-0 and A-57 pillars, two parallel samples are 
tested for each, 6.6% and 6.2% for A-0 and 6.0% and 5.7% for A-57. It shows that the outer layer 
paraffin is reduced after 57 days of heating, but we know the masses of pillars remain basically 
unchanged, so the analysis indicates that solids like RDX need to release the remaining stress and 
may “extend” outward, while the paraffin on the outer layer cohere with the paraffin on the inner 
layer due to softening. 

Fig.6 shows that half-peak breadth values of RDX raman characteristic peaks (345、605、885、
1312cm-1) in A-57 are both smaller than RDX in A-0. This means that RDX crystals improve in 
quality after 57 days of heating. 

     
Fig.4 Scanning Electronic Microscope Pictures                    Fig.5 Laser Microscope Spectrums 

        
Fig.6 Raman Spectrums of RDX in A-0 and A-57               Fig.7 Projectile Microscope Pictures of A-T 

 
Fig.8. Pictures Showing the Change of Heated Paraffin 
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Conclusion 

From the analysis of the above we come to the following conclusion. After 57 days of 55C 
heating, fragmented paraffin begins to soften, gradually coheres and fills up the crevices between 
solids, so that its cladding and cohesive function improves. The RDX quality is enhanced also. 
These can explain why the pillars, after being heated, suffer no structural damage, but improve in 
their mechanical properties, sensitivity and stability. Therefore, we argue that 57 days of 55C 
heating is more of a “thermal improvable” role for the Ф20×20mm pressed fitting explosive pillars. 
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